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About This Game

A THRILLING ADVENTURE:

Inspired from the Jules Vernes novel, Twenty thousand leagues under the sea.
Professor Pierre Aronnax, his assistant Conseil and the harpoonist Ned Land are captured by Captain Nemo, who travels the

world's oceans on board the Nautilus submarine.
Although impressed by the beauty of the seabed, our three friends hope to escape and return to their lives on dry land. But

Captain Nemo thinks otherwise… Can you help them escape?

Discover the furthest recesses of the Nautilus, take the helm and pass through the Isthmus of Suez, gaze upon hitherto unseen
places under the waves! But beware, the apparently peaceful depths can hide terrible dangers!

34 sites to see
Mini games: reproduce manoeuvres, read a map, find a secret code…

Object search (list, identical objects)
Unlimited help: x2 zoom, reloadable clue

Sumptuous scenery: high definition images
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It's the frickin hips, man. THE HIPS.. Bought this because of my interest in historical planes. It is fun when it flies.
Unfortunately, most of the time I take this to the air I end up crashing. Admittedly, I'm not the best pilot. But the problem I have
with this plane is that it suddenly disengages with my Logitech joy-stick mid-flight. I find myself frantically trying to land using
the arrows on my keyboard and I have yet to make a successful keyboard landing. So, I have resigned myself to keeping it in the
hanger and taking it out every once in awhile just to look at how pretty it is. It's the only plane I have that gives me this problem.

Update: Apparently, the yoke gets locked when the trimmer button is used. And can be unlocked if the trimmer button is used
again. Now that my only problem with this plane has been resolved, I will once again fly among the clouds and dream about the
glory of war. I will also change my recommendation to "yes".. It is full of bugs and the controls dont work. I hope it will be
fixed soon, because right now it is not enjoyable.. It makes an already great game even better, the name speaks for itself. I
recommend the game to everyone that is somewhat familiar with Esports, there is a lot of action and humor around it. I had a lot
of fun while playing throught the game. It has a story filled with humor, the gameplay is full of action, especially during
championships and i laughed my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off during the cutscenes. The game is said to be
partially translated into other languages and as a russian speaker and experienced gamer I found the gameplay to be very
intuitive and easy to understand.

Totally a must have for those who dont take jokes too seriously. 10\/10!
Looking forward collecting steam cards!. So like I needed to say something about this skin and all skins the team are giving us...
they're amazing. I mean the details on them, the effects, their backstory! everything! For example this skin is extremely
awesome, when you jump you get wings and the bigger blades that get stuck on the walls or floor are shaped like a dragon skull,
the voice acting is 10\/10 and their lines are really witty. I love it. I love every single skin they've worked on lately.. Pretty cool
for an indie game. Graphics are pretty good. Dungeon play is interesting. Nice scenery inside the keep. the game itself is fairly
challenging once you get to lower levels. As indie games go, this is a good one! I rate this 6 out of 10. i love this game its so
much fun!. It's a gorgeous little game. The sprites and art and soundtrack are all lovely.
In the normal game, it's relatively difficult to completely fail in whatever you are doing.
And the story is goddamn heartwrenching.
Totally worth the five dollars. I'm psyched for the spinoff game! :D
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Bad quality and false advertising. This is a decent hidden object game, if you take a few things into consideration.

First of all, although the game has a Native American setting, it has no real resemblance to any real tribe. If you're a stickler for
historical accuracy, you may want to skip this. The game is riddled with cliches and downright silliness at times, but if you're not
too serious about realism, you'll be fine.

That said, the music and graphics are quite pretty. The game is almost exclusively hidden object scenes with an occasional
minigame tossed in for variety. There is no inventory management or item-based puzzles as in most modern games of this genre.
This doesn't make it bad, but if you're looking for a more complex game, this isn't it.

The hidden object scenes themselves are nicely done and aren't too easy. There are some naming conventions that might be
bothersome to some people, such as using more formal names for animals and plants (I'm well aware of what a Calla lily looks
like, but I might be a minority there). However, there is a handy hint button or the ever-present power of Google if anything is
too weird. I feel that the quality of the scenes outweighs the sometimes-odd naming.

Lenth of the game is pretty comparable to others of this type, maybe slightly shorter. At the time of this review I believe I'm
over halfway through at a little over an hour.

With these things in mind, and with there being no frills, extra content, achievements, or trading cards at this time, I would
recommend this game on a half-price sale. Although the game is decent aside from its quirks, it's not $9.99 worth of decent. But
I would still recommend it to genre fans, especially people like myself that tend to run out of titles to play!. I wouldn't
recommend this DLC. It should have been included in the base game as it was produced and took resources away from the base
game during the development cycle. Simply anti consumer friendly move on CA's part. That being said, the paywalled content is
ok. There isn't really a tutorial for the YTR as the three factions you receive have entirely different mechanics as opposed to the
non paywalled factions. Using features like liberation stances to incite Yellow turban rebels to rise up is cool, but you can't see
how close or far you are to causing one since you can't see public order of cities that you don't control. The tech system is an
interesting change, as it's based off research similarly to past total war games as opposed to the base game's factions' 5 turn
reform waiting period. The Yellow Turban factions haven't any strong units as part of their late game roster, it would seem that
they peak out early to mid game, when you unlock your best units, which are superior for a short time and after that, you'll have
a rough time to go about it. Satisfaction is unbalanced for the YT factions as you have only a limited number of administrator
positions to keep them happy, which you have to essentially choose between having generals high enough rank to recruit your
better units and be unhappy, or have trash generals use trash units and be happy; even with the reforms, it's still difficult to
maintain satisfaction in a group that is known for a fanatical devotion to their ideals. All in all, its interesting, but for $10, its a
pass. You won't be missing much by not buying this dlc.. The original game, just without open world. No idea why it exists at
all.. Its so bad u can't even get out of an area without spending all your time doing don't even try to play
IT SUCK
DON'T PLAY

Over
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